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Abstract—Image clustering is a process of grouping images based on their similarity. The image clustering usually uses the color component, texture, edge, shape, or mixture of two components, etc. This research aims to explore image clustering using color composition. In order to complete this image clustering, three main components should be considered, which are color space, image representation (feature extraction), and clustering method itself. We aim to explore which composition of these factors will produce the best clustering results by combining various techniques from the three components. The color spaces use RGB, HSV, and L*a*b* method. The image representations use Histogram and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), whereas the clustering methods use K-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. The results of the experiment show that GMM representation is better combined with RGB and L*a*b* color space, whereas Histogram is better combined with HSV. The experiments also show that K-Means is better than Agglomerative Hierarchical for images clustering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

INDONESIA is a rich country in cultural heritages. One of them is Batik cloth which has various patterns and colors. As part of the cultural preservation, the need for creating a repository that becomes a reference collection of Batik is increasing. The repository requires functions such as image retrieval that can help users to automatically search particular cloth in the repository. However, retrieving images from a repository is quite time consuming as system should process a large of image data.

In order to improve the efficiency and give better semantic to the image, some researchers such as Chen [1], Liu [2], Guan [3], Kim [4], Park [5], Liu [6], Fakouri [7] apply clustering algorithm for managing images before they can be retrieved. Image clustering is a process of grouping images based on their similarity. By clustering image, the retrieval process does not need to examine images one by one to match with the user query. The system just needs to compare user query with the centroid of the clusters, then returns all images belong to the matched cluster.

This research aims to explore some components of image clustering methods in order to get the best component that will improve the quality of image clustering results. Image clustering based on image content usually uses the color composition, texture, edge, shape, or mixture of two components, etc. This research focuses on image clustering by using color component as previous research result by [8] shows that the use of color composition produces the best result in Batik retrieval.

Three main components regarding the image clustering we considered in this research are color space, image representation (feature extraction), and clustering method. The color spaces use RGB, HSV, and L*a*b* method. The image representations use Histogram and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), whereas the clustering methods use K-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering algorithm. We expect that through this research we have the best combination of methods of each component that will produce the best clustering results.

Our contributions in this research are twofold:

1. First, we compare the image clustering algorithms based on color composition in comprehensive manner by regarding influenced components which are color space, image representation and clustering methods.
2. Second, we evaluate the best combination that produces the best image clustering results

In the next section we present a rapid overview of the backgrounds and related works. In section 3, 4 and 5, we present the theoretical foundations of this research which are color space, image representation and clustering methods respectively. In section 6, we give scenario of our experiments and present their result analysis. Finally we summarize our contribution and outline future work in section 7.

Fig. 1. Illustration of Image Clustering

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Clustering is a process of classifying to a pattern (data, feature vector) into several groups or clusters based on similarity [9]. Intuitively, members within a cluster have more similar pattern than members of other clusters. While image clustering is a process that divides or classifies a set of images
into different parts, in which images within a part have similarity each others (homogeneous). Figure 1 shows the illustration of image clustering.

To perform image clustering, we have to go through several steps. The first step that should we do is choosing appropriate representation space. Second, we have to match each image to the selected representation space using appropriate distance measure (similarity measure). At last, the image clustering is then performed either in a supervised process or in an unsupervised process.

In a supervised clustering, images are clustered using human intervention. Huang et al. [10] proposed a method for hierarchical classification of images using supervised learning, provided a training set of images with known class labels is available. Carson et al. [11] used a naive Bayes approach to categorize images. The images are represented by a set of homogeneous regions in feature space of color and texture, based on the “Blobworld” image representation (Carson et al. [12]). Sheikhholeslami et al. [13] investigated other approach using a feature-based approach to cluster and retrieve image. Images are clustered on the basis of their similarity to a set of iconic images termed cluster icons. Greenspan et al. [14] introduced a probabilistic and continuous framework for supervised image category modeling and matching.

On other hand, an unsupervised clustering relies on the similarity between the images and the various cluster centers. Chen et al. [15] proposed global image representation using global color, texture and edge histograms. The study on color histograms advantages and disadvantages and its variations can be found in Pass and Zabih [16], Stricker and Dimai [17], and Huang et al. [18]. Barnard et al. [19, 20] and Vailaya et al. [21] suggested a hierarchical model of image clustering which imposes coarse to fine structure on the image collection. The SIMPLcity system [22] classifies images into graph, textured photograph, or non-textured photograph, and thus narrows down the searching space in images collection. Another algorithm uses the Information Bottleneck (IB) method for unsupervised clustering of image databases. The IB method was introduced by Tishby et al. [23] as a method for solving the problem of unsupervised data clustering and data classification. This method was demonstrated, so far, in the unsupervised classification of discrete data representations for documents [24, 25], galaxies [26] and neural codes [27]. Gordon [28] extends the IB method by using GMM image representation that showed its outstanding performance in clustering images.

The main drawback of supervised clustering is that it requires human intervention. In order to extract the cluster representation, the methods require a-priori knowledge regarding the collection. In contrast the unsupervised clustering algorithms are capable to perform image clustering in fully automatic. Thus, unsupervised clustering provides more flexible way for clustering images. Therefore, in this research we compare the performance of some unsupervised image clustering algorithms.

III. COLOR SPACE

In general, image processing uses RGB color space in image representation, but sometimes we want to use another color space for particular reason. In this research, beside RGB we also explore HSV and L*a*b* color space.

RGB color space represents each pixel by using red (r), green (g) and blue (b) coordinate. Each color component is represented by one or more bytes. For example, we represent maximal value of r, g, b and min is minimal value of r, g, b.

Another color space is HSV. HSV color space is represented by using hue h∈[0,360], saturation, and value. RGB color space can be transformed to HSV color space by using Equation 1 [29].

\[
\begin{align*}
0, & \text{ if } \max = \min \\
(60^\circ x \frac{g - b}{\max - \min} + 360^\circ) \mod 360^\circ, & \text{ if } \max = r \\
(60^\circ x \frac{b - r}{\max - \min} + 120^\circ), & \text{ if } \max = g \\
(60^\circ x \frac{r - g}{\max - \min} + 240^\circ), & \text{ if } \max = b \\
0, & \text{ if } \max = 0 \\
\max - \min \text{ if } \max, & \text{ otherwise }
\end{align*}
\]

\[ v = \max \]

The last color space we used in this research is L*a*b*. L*a*b* color space is XYZ color space with lighting. RGB to XYZ color space transformation can be seen in Equation 2 [28].

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
x \\ y \\ z
\end{bmatrix} = 
\begin{bmatrix}
0.49 & 0.31 & 0.2 \\
0.18 & 0.81 & 0.01 \\
0 & 0.01 & 0.99
\end{bmatrix} 
\begin{bmatrix}
r \\ g \\ b
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Then, XYZ to L*a*b* transformation is presented in Equation 3.

\[
\begin{align*}
L &= \sqrt[1/3]{\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} x_n}{{X_n}}} - 16 \\
a &= \sqrt[1/3]{\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n}{{Y_n}}} - (\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} x_n}{{X_n}})^{1/3} \\
b &= \sqrt[1/3]{\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} z_n}{{Z_n}}} - (\frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} y_n}{{Y_n}})^{1/3}
\end{align*}
\]

IV. IMAGE REPRESENTATION

The image representations we explore in this research using Histogram and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Histogram is color distribution with calculation of pixels of an image. Equation 4 shows histogram formally.

\[ h_{A,B,C} = N x \text{Prob}(A=a,B=b,C=c) \]
In this research, histogram bins the elements of image per channel (red channel, green, and blue for RGB color space; hue, saturation, and value for HSV; lighting, green-red, blue-yellow for L*a*b* ) into 10 equally spaced containers and returns the number of elements in each container. 10 elements of each channel of one color space are concatenated. So, result for an image with histogram distribution is a vector with 30 elements.

We also experimented on GMM as previous research from Vasconcelos et al [30] showed that GMM is outperform other images representations like color histograms and color correlograms [18]. The foundation of GMM is Gaussian function which is shown in Equation 5.

\[ f(x) = a \exp \left( \frac{(x-b)^2}{2c^2} \right) \]  

(5)

Suppose \( a = \frac{1}{\delta (2\pi)^{1/2}} \), \( b = \mu \), and \( c = \delta \), where \( \delta \) and \( \mu \) are variance and mean respectively, then the Gaussian function can be written in Equation 6.

\[ f(x) = \frac{1}{\delta (2\pi)^{1/2}} \exp \left\{ -\frac{(x-\mu)^2}{2\delta^2} \right\} \]  

(6)

GMM is mixture model using Gaussian distribution. For example, given \( X \) data and number of mixture \( M \), then we can arrange the data using Gaussian distribution from \( M \) mixture [28]. Gaussian distribution can be obtained from Equation 7 where \( a_j > 0 \) and \( \sum_{j=1}^{k} a_j = 1 \), \( \mu_j \) is mean, \( \Sigma_j \) is covariance and \( y \) is image (matrix).

\[ f(y) = \sum_{j=1}^{k} a_j \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{1/2} |\Sigma_j|} \exp \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} (y-\mu_j)^T \Sigma_j^{-1} (y-\mu_j) \right\} \]  

(7)

In reality, GMM representation has similarity with K-means. The difference between both of them is each centroid in GMM uses probability, mean, and variance, whereas K-means uses one parameter as centroid. Gaussian distribution used to determine the distribute of each pixel into centroid. This research uses 10 centroid.

GMM uses Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. EM algorithm consist of step expectation and maximization step. Expectation step expects a value that can be seen in Equation 8. Whereas maximization step is to maximize the expectation value (Equation 9) [28]. The followings are the outline of EM algorithm.

1. **Expectation step (8)**

\[ w_j = \frac{a_j f(y_i | \mu_j, \Sigma_j)}{\sum_{l=1}^{k} a_l f(y_i | \mu_l, \Sigma_l)} \quad j=1,...,k \quad i=1,...,n \]  

(8)

2. **Maximization step (9)**

\[ \hat{a}_j \leftarrow \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_j \]  

\[ \hat{\mu}_j \leftarrow \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_j y_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_j} \]  

\[ \hat{\Sigma}_j \leftarrow \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_j (y_i - \hat{\mu}_j)(y_i - \hat{\mu}_j)^T}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_j} \]  

(9)

In this case, we need to initialize the probability, mean, and variance as follow:

- \( a_j = M_{ijk}/k \)
- \( \mu_j = k \max(j/(k+1)) \)
- \( \Sigma_j = M_{ijk} \max(j) \)

The updating process is repeated until log-likelihood is increased by less than a predefined threshold. In this work, we choose to converge based on the log-likelihood measure and we use 1000 threshold. Log-likelihood is logarithm from sum of posterior probability (\( W_j \)) per centroid.

**V. CLUSTERING METHOD**

The clustering methods used in this research are K-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [31]. The followings are the steps of Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering method:

1. choose \( k \) as number of cluster
2. every data is a cluster (trivial). If there are \( N \) number of data, and \( e \) is number of cluster, then \( e=N \)
3. calculate the distance between cluster using one of distance equation (Euclidean distance, Equation 10)
4. search two clusters with minimal distance and cluster it.
5. if \( e<k \), back to step 3.

\[ d^2_{ra} = (x_r-x_a)(x_r-x_a)^T \]  

(10)

The K-Means algorithm for \( k \)-cluster is presented as follow [31]:

1. choose \( k \) data/pattern randomly for \( k \) centroid as initial
2. enter all of data to the nearest centroid (using Euclidean distance, Equation 10)
3. calculate new centroid of one cluster using the current member of cluster
4. repeat step 2 to 3 until position of new centroid and old centroid are similar.

**VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS**

As we explained in previous section, this research focuses in three main components of image clustering which are color space, image representation, and clustering method. For color spaces, we use RGB, HSV, and L*a*b*. For image representations, we use Histogram and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). For the clustering methods, we used K-Means and Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering. The combination of these components produces 12 experiment scenarios as can
be seen in Figure 2. For instance, a scenario may involve the use of RGB color space combined with GMM representation and K-means algorithm.

![Scenario of experiments](image)

In the experiments, we use collection of 20 image categories, which are red rose, trumpet, apple, desert, penguin, fire works, horse, sea, grape, sun flower, beach, panda, grass, sunset, jasmine, fish, strawberry, building, tiger, and banana. We vary number of categories in the experiments namely 5, 10, 16, and 20 categories. 5 categories consist of red rose, trumpet, apple, desert, and penguin. 10 categories consist of red rose, trumpet, apple, desert, penguin, fire works, horse, sea, grape, and sun flower. 16 categories consist of red rose, trumpet, apple, desert, penguin, fire works, horse, sea, grape, sun flower, beach, panda, grass, sunset, jasmine, and fish. We select the most distinguished categories for 5 categories in term of color composition. The level of distinction in term of color composition is lesser as the number of categories is increasing. We aim that we can evaluate the effect of color composition in each images to performance of the image clustering. Our hypothesis states that if we vary the color composition in image collection, then it will lessen the performance of image clustering.

We measure the performance of the clustering algorithms by computing their quality. The quality is defined as percentage of images which are correctly clustered. If \( c \) is correctly clustered images and \( n \) is number of images in the collection, then the quality \( q \) of the clustering algorithm is

\[
q = \frac{c}{n} \times 100.
\]

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of the experiments using GMM and histogram respectively. In this experiment we use K-Means clustering algorithm. Figures 5 and 6 show the results of the experiments with scenario as in Figure 3 and 4 except that we replace K-Means algorithm with Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering (AHC).

As can be seen in Figure 3, the quality of clustering algorithm is decreasing when we increase number of image category. Figure 3 also shows that GMM representation offers better performance under RGB and L*a*b* color space. The averages of clustering quality using RGB, HSV, L*a*b* color spaces are 55.76%, 37.28%, and 58.16% respectively under GMM representation.

Figure 4 also exhibits similar trend as in Figure 3. The quality of clustering algorithm is decreasing as we increase number of image category. Figure 4 also shows that Histogram representation will provide better clustering quality if we combine it with HSV color space. The averages of clustering quality using RGB, HSV, L*a*b* color spaces are 50.57%, 57.43%, and 47.54% respectively under Histogram representation.

Figure 4 shows histogram representation is better combined with HSV color space. Average of every color space with different number of category (5, 10, 16, 20) and histogram representation which RGB, HSV, L*a*b* are 50.57%, 57.43%, and 47.54%.

Figure 5 shows image clustering quality with GMM representation and AHC. Figure 5 also shows similar trend with Figure 3 and 4. Quality of clustering is decreasing as the number of image category is increased. Figure 5 also tells us that GMM representation offers better performance by using RGB and L*a*b* color space when combined with AHC. The averages of clustering quality using RGB, HSV, L*a*b* color
spaces are 36.66%, 21.72%, and 39.89% respectively under GMM representation.

Figure 6 shows image clustering quality using Histogram representation and AHC. In this scenario, the best performance is offered by HSV color space. The averages of clustering quality using RGB, HSV, L*a*b* color spaces are 32.26%, 39.91%, and 20.21% respectively under Histogram representation.

The experiment results in Figure 3, 4, 5 and 6 share similar trend over number of image category and confirm our hypothesis that if image collection shares similar color composition then the quality of clustering algorithm will decrease.

VII. CONCLUSION

This research aims to compare some image clustering algorithms based on color composition. In the image clustering methods, there are three main components that will influence the performance of the algorithm, which are color spaces, image representations and clustering methods. Experiment results show that we will have different performance as we combine methods in each component. Image clustering by combining L*a*b* color space, GMM representation and K-Means outperforms other combinations which are showed by the highest average quality score (58.16%). When GMM representation is considered, it is better to combine it with RGB or L*a*b* color space. Whereas when the Histogram representation is considered, we better combine it with HSV color space. The experiments also conclude that the K-Means algorithm offers better performance than the Agglomerative Hierarchical clustering. At last, our experiments also confirm that the more clusters share similar color composition then the more difficult for the system to cluster the images correctly.

In the future, we plan to extend our experiment to cluster our Batik clothes. We also extend the experiment by including other aspects such as texture, edge, and so forth.
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